
SPIRITUALITY TYPES

Spiritual preferences and habits come in patterns. Described below and on the back of 
this page are four patterns indicating preferred spirituality types. This exercise is not a 
test; there are no right or wrong answers. Which pattern best describes you? Read 
ACROSS THE PAGE and CIRCLE the sentence, phrase or word which comes closest 
to describing your preferences/habits. Choose only one in each pair even if you are not 
completely sure of your answer. Usually it is best not to think too long about your 
choice, recording your first reaction.

 A
I prefer to think of the Divine as I prefer to think of the Divine as
revealed and knowable. a hidden mystery.

I prefer to focus on the similarities I prefer to focus on the radical
that exist between the Divine and differences between the Divine and
and the earth's creatures. and the earth's creatures.

Concepts, images and symbols Only dark, silent love can comprehend
help to make the Divine real to me. the incomprehensible Great Spirit.

I experience the Divine primarily I experience the Divine primarily
through my intellect and thought. through intuition and emotions.

Reading and critical reflection Contemplation and meditation
help me to understand what the lead me to union with the Divine.
Divine Is calling me to do.

B

Which word or phrase in each across the page pair applies more to you? Think what the 
word or phrase means rather than how it looks or sounds.

Detachment Attachment

Spending time with the Divine Doing things for the Divine

Letting go Taking charge

Seeking ordinary things Desiring the extraordinary
as the Divine might see them to experience the Divine Presence

Floating Swimming

Seeking the Divine whose Seeking blessings from the Divine
presence blesses me



Continue the inventory of spirituality types by determining which pattern describes you 
best. Circle one of each pair, reading across the page.

C

What I need most to help me grow What I need most to help me grow
are lectures and classes. are experiences and relationships

within a small group.

I enjoy thinking about the Divine I enjoy feeling the presence and
and the Divine's attributes. and nurture of the Divine.

The illumination of the mind is The illumination of the heart is
central to spirituality. central to spirituality.

The Divine has a good path into The Divine has a good path into
my life through my will. my life through my intuition.

I value truth. I value feelings.

A final section follows. Continue to choose one preference from each pair.

D

Devoted Determined

I more often let my heart I more often let my head
rule my head. rule my heart.

Touching Convincing

I usually value sentiment more I usually value logic more
than logic. than sentiment.

Compassion Foresight

Whenever possible, I try to be a Whenever possible, I try to be a
person of feeling. consistently reasonable person.



SCORING GUIDE

Count the number of sentences you circled in the LEFT column of Section A and add 
that number to the number of words or phrases you circled in the RIGHT column of 
Section B.

Write that total here: __________

Count the number of sentences you circled in the RIGHT column of Section A and add 
that number to the number of words or phrases you circled in the LEFT column of 
Section B. 

Write that total here: __________

If the number in your first blank is a 6 or 7, circle:  K-
     is an 8 or 9, circle:  K

                                                 is a10 or 11, circle  K+

If the number in your second blank is a 6 or 7, circle:  A-
           is an 8 or 9, circle:  A

                                                      is a10 or 11, circle:  A+

(You should have either a K or an A scoring, not one of each.)

Count the number of sentences or words you circled in the LEFT column of Section C 
and add that number to the number of items you circled in the RIGHT column of Section 
D.

Write that total here: __________

Count the number of sentences or words you circled in the RIGHT column of Section C 
and add that number to the number of items you circled in the LEFT column of Section 
D. 

Write that total here: __________

If the number in your third blank is a 6 or 7, circle:  M-
      is an 8 or 9, circle:  M

                                                 is a10 or 11, circle:  M+

If the number in your fourth blank is a 6 or 7, circle:  H-
         is an 8 or 9, circle:  H

                                                    is a10 or 11, circle: H+

(You should have either an M or an H scoring, not one of each.)

Enter the two letters you circled. ________________. This will give you a rough 
estimate of what your spirituality type is.



     VERTICAL LINE is the difference between those who connect to the Divine better 
through the MIND verses those who connect with the Divine better through the HEART. 
The goal of MIND is to "know the Divine." It is more of an intellectual experience. These 
people get more out of lectures, classes books and practical matters of spirituality. The 
goal of the HEART is to "sense the Divine." It is more of an emotional experience. 
These people get more out of meditation, creative rituals and small group sharing.
     HORIZONTAL LINE is the difference between those who experience the Divine 
more as APOPHATIC (mysterious and hidden) verses those who experience the Divine 
more as KATAPHATIC (present and revealed). The difference between these two 
groups is the MYSTERY group tends to think of the Divine as being distant and a little 
hard to get to know. REVEALED group tends to think of the Divine as being up close 
and personal.

QUADRANT ONE (Top left) — AM — Societal Regeneration
• Least populated of the four quadrants
• Focus on issues of social justice, peace and human rights
• Not concerned about "the next life"
• Want the Divine to change the "here and now"
• Work diligently to bring about change in society
• Prayer/meditation leading to witness

QUADRANT TWO (Top right) — KM — Theological Renewal
• Intellect is dominant
• Spiritual enlightenment through study
• Have well thought out reasons for why they believe what they believe
• "Right thinking" about the nature of the Divine
• Prayer/meditation leading to insight

QUADRANT THREE (Bottom right) — KH — Personal Renewal
• Most heavily populated quadrant
• Want to "feel" the Divine Presence
• Suspicious of religious doctrines and formulas
• Spirituality/worship/ritual is an emotional experience
• Look for outward expression of inner change
• Prayer/meditation leading to presence of the Divine

QUADRANT FOUR (Bottom left) — AH — The Inner Life
• Typical of monastic/shaman movements
• A disciplined pursuit of an inner consciousness of the Divine
• Intuition is dominant and feelings are primary
• Desire much meditation and quite time alone
• Focus on life beneath and beyond the outward and verbal
• Prayer leading to mystical union with the Divine

THE GOAL IS TO MOVE TOWARD THE CENTER OF THE GRAPH!


